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Key Domestic News

Key Domestic Economic Data

Key Global Events

Outlook

GST council decided to implement E-way Bill on pan India basis from April 1, 2018. The government hopes to buoy the fledgling GST revenues
and plug tax leakages by implementing the e-way bill system.

Skymet has forecasted a normal monsoon this year. The monsoon this year could be 100% of the long period average (LPA) with a model error of
plus and minus 5%. A normal monsoon is in the range of 96-104 per cent of the LPA.

After a long wait, the Government kick-started the process of Air India dis-investment by proposing to offload 76% stake in the national carrier.
The bidding process is expected to be completed by June this year.

In a significant blow to ruling BJP, Samajwadi Party won both Gorakhpur and Phulpur Lok Sabha seats in the UP by-elections. This election,
where Samajwadi Party & BSP teamed up to defeat BJP, is being taken as an indication that 2019 Lok Sabha elections are not going to be a cake
walk for ruling BJP, if the opposition parties come together.

India’s Manufacturing PMI declined to 51 in March from 52.1 in February, a five-month low, led by weak new orders and weak foreign demand.
India’s Services PMI bounced back to 50.3 in March from 47.8 in February, indicating that the last month’s weakness was transitory.

CPI inflation came in at 4.4%, lower-than-expected reading of 4.7% y-o-y, in February and down from 5.1% in January, driven largely by lower
food price inflation. Core CPI (ex-food and beverages, fuel) was unchanged at 5.2% y-o-y.

Industrial production (IP) growth again surprised positively, increasing to 7.5% y-o-y(consensus expectation of 6.4%) in January from 7.1% in
December and a weak base of 3% growth last year.

Global markets remained volatile as the rhetoric around ‘Trade War’ intensified. Pres. Trump indicated his intent to impose a tariff on further USD
100 billion worth of Chines goods. Chine responded with its intent to ‘firmly fight back’.

The US FOMC hiked the Fed Funds rate by another 25 basis points, in line with expectation. The economic projections indicated stronger growth,
lower unemployment, and modestly stronger inflation. It also indicated two more rate hikes this year and another three hikes in CY19.

Eurozone composite PMI came in at 55.3, down from 57.1 in February, lowest since January 2017. Both services and manufacturing firms saw
new orders slow, and export orders grew at their lowest rate since November 2016.

High-frequency data is indicating that economic recovery is gathering pace. This combined with weakening inflation trajectory and forecasts for
normal monsoon augurs well for Indian economy and markets.

Over short term, markets may remain too volatile due to global factors like Trump’s tariff rhetoric, geo-politics, crude oil etc and domestic factors
like state elections, weak macros etc. However, given the economic recovery and expectation of decent earnings growth over next 6 quarters, the
corrections provide good entry provide for long-term investors.

We maintain our positive view on Indian equities over medium to long term. STPs and SIPs should be preferred route in near term. We continue to
prefer large caps over mid & small caps.

Prospects of trade wars, a spike in Bond yields in domestic and global markets, Oil prices sustaining above$65, and weak monsoons are key
short-term risk.
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Macros

Inflation

Liquidity

Borrowing

Monetary Policy

Outlook

Industrial production (IIP) grew a strong 7.5% in January 2018, compared to 3.5% in January 2017, led by high growth in manufacturing and electricity. Capital
goods increased sharply by 14.6% suggesting an investment pick up. Consumer durables and Consumer non-durables also recorded high growth of 8% and 10.5%,
respectively. Industrial growth is expected to continue growing at high single digits given the momentum and the lower base of the previous year. IIP growth for
April–January 2018 is 4.1% compared to 5% last year.

Trade deficit narrowed to $12 billion in February. Exports increased by 4.5% to $25.8 billion from $24.7 billion in February 2017. Imports rose 10.4% to $37.8
billion due to a 17% decline in gold imports, significantly down from a 26% rise in January.

Foreign exchange reserves stand at a record US$424.4 billion as on March 31, 2018, up from $420.8 billion on March 2, 2018. FPIs sold (net) debt worth 9,044
crores in March.

India’s fiscal deficit has reached 7.16 lakh crore for the period April-February of FY 2018 widening from 6.06 lakh crore in the same period of last year. The deficit
as of February stands at 120.3% of the revised target for this financial year. The deficit was 113.4% of the annual budgeted target during the same period of last year.

Retail inflation (CPI) softened to a 4-month low of 4.44% in February, from 5.07% in the previous month, due to a decline in inflation in food and fuel. Food inflation
declined by 120 bps in February, pulled down by a sharp decline in vegetable prices, along with continuing deflation in pulses. Core CPI (CPI excluding food, fuel and
light, petrol and diesel) remained unchanged at 5.1% for the 3rd consecutive month. The available information on vegetable prices continues to suggest a further
moderation in Inflation. Inflation (CPI) continues to remain well below the RBI projection of 5.1% for Q4FY18.

Meanwhile, lower inflation in fuel and food also eased wholesale (WPI) inflation to a 7 month low of 2.48% in February from 2.84% in January 2018 and 5.51% in
February 2017.

Liquidity in the system moved between surplus and deficit during March. It was surplus during March 2-15, but moved into deficit between March 16-22, mainly on
account of quarterly tax outflows. Anticipating the seasonal tightening of liquidity at the end of March, RBI conducted 4 additional longer tenor (24-31 days) variable
rate repo operations aggregating 1 lakh crore, apart from the regular repo operations. In mid-March, additional liquidity of 1 lakh crore got released into the system
through redemption of T-bills issued under the MSS in April and May 2017. On the whole, RBI injected 21,300 crore on a net daily average basis in March. Liquidity is
likely to be in moderate surplus going forward.

Faced with rising borrowing costs over the past several months, the government moved to ease the supply pressure by lowering its total borrowing as well as changing
the proportion of debt maturities in the borrowing plan. The government announced a cut of 50,000 crores from its borrowing target of 6.06 lakh crores. It will
borrow 2.88 lakh crore in the 1st half, accounting for 47.5% of the full-year borrowing. It has historically borrowed 60%-65% during this period. It will borrow 33%
via maturities of up to 9 years, 29% via 10-14 years and 15% via 15-19 year maturities. The supply used to be concentrated in the 10-14 year segment in previous
fiscal years.

In its review meeting on 5th April 2018, RBI’s Monetary Policy Committee left the key rates unchanged. The MPC in a dovish turn, reduced the inflation target for the
year, for the 1st half 2019, it was brought down from 5.1-5.6% to 4.7-5.1%. for the 2nd half of 2019, it has been reduced marginally to 4.4% from 4.5-4.6%. MPC
also mentioned that the economy is recovering and needs nurturing.

Debt markets were rallying in March as the government cut FY 2019 borrowing while shortening the maturity profile. The benchmark sovereign 10-year yield fell 33
bps, the first monthly fall in 8 months and the sharpest since November 2016.

Inflation has fallen well below the RBI forecasts and this is likely to bode well for yields softening going forward. An anticipated increase in the FPI (debt) investment
limits will create supply for debt securities this year. Beyond the April RBI policy meeting, markets will trade on incremental macro data.

The front end of the yield curve is attractive. There continues to be a substantial carry built in at these yield levels. Duration funds are offering attractive yields now for the
longer-term but they are likely to continue to remain volatile. A low duration accrual strategy continues to be the most preferred strategy. We recommend liquid and
lower maturity ultra-short-term funds for the deployment of temporary surpluses. Indiabulls Short Term and Indiabulls Income Fund are best suited for investors who want
to earn positive risk adjusted returns by focusing on the 1-3 year maturity segment of the curve
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31st March Month Opening Intra Month High Intra Month Low Month Closing

Overnight Rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-Sec

3 Month CDs

6 Month CDs

12 Month CDs

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year U.S Treasury

6.03 9.39 5.95 9.39

7.73 7.78 7.33 7.40

7.28 7.28 6.40 6.40

7.40 7.45 6.80 6.80

7.60 7.65 7.25 7.25

65.20 65.22 64.82 65.11

2.87 2.91 2.74 2.74
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